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and the final form of the cubic in θ is 

or 

where

This is Cayley’s cubic. The homographic relation between 
ζ and θ therefore is
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The object of this note is to consider the correspondence 
of two planes z, whose points are connected by the 
relation 

where Z is the function of Jacobi so denoted. It appears 
that the relation gives the solution for an electrical condenser 
formed of two equal plane strips of infinite length and finite 
breadth, placed with parallel planes and edges so that a 
normal section consists of two opposite sides of a rectangle. 
Writing z≡x-}-iy and w≡φ+fτ∕∕, ic, y are the rectangular 
coordinates of the point at which the potential is ∙φ and the 
flow φ, the plates being at potential - ∕f', K'.

Consider the rectangle in the w plane bounded by φ = ± A^,

The Z-function is single valued, and within this rectangle 
dz∣dw only becomes infinite once, viz. at w = 0.

Let us find the path of z when w goes around the 
rectangle.
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Along 

so that z lies in the straight line y = 0.
As φ goes from - K to + x first decreases from 0 to 

— Z(φJ, then increases through 0 to +Z(φ^), and finally 
diminishes to 0. Here φ^ is determined from the equation 

or

Along

therefore 

so that between φ = — K' and φ = K'y goes from 0 to 
-τrjK along the line ic = 0.

Along 

and

Thus between φ = A"and φ = -K, z traverses twice the 

line = — between and — Z(φj.

Finally, along φ==-
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and therefore, between ψ = K' and ψ = — K  « goes along the 
7Γ

line x==0 from — to 0.
When w is small we have

e = — approximately,

consequently, corresponding to an indefinitely small circle 
around w = 0, yve have an indefinitely large circle round 
z = 0.

Hence, corresponding to the vo area inside the rectangle, 
we have the whole of the z plane with the parts of the two 
lines y = 0, y = — τr∣K lying between aj = ±Z(φθ) as internal 
boundaries.

The general values of a?, y in terms of φ, ψ are easily 
obtained.

We have, generally.

Writing -φ' for ∙φ + K, βnc(ψ') for sn (ι∕∕', k'  and so on, 
we get, after a simple reduction

We may now proceed to find an expression for the 
capacity of such a condenser.

The potentials of the plates are ± K  the distance between 
them φ∣JΓ and their breadth 2Z(φθ) where is given by 
du^φg = E∣ K. The charge of each plateis Kj2tr per unit 
length, and therefore the capacity per unit length is K∣iπK'.
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When the plates are close together the capacity is large, 
{.e. Kj K' large, and therefore Jc nearly unity.

Putting χθ=amφθ, 

and therefore when k' is small χθ is nearly ⅜τr.

Write

giving

and therefore λ’ is of the order 4> or τ—ί-τ-τ' i ≡θ Λat λ’/ k'' is 
£ Ji 4 y Λ*

of the order ∣θ which becomes indefinitely great as k’ 
decreases.

To find ^(φo) we therefore require expansions of 
^(⅛7r-λ), 2^'(∣7γ-λ), when λ, k' are both small and 
λ∕A∙' is large.

A·'’ Tc"*Since —ι- < —r- throughout the Integration, we can cofφ tan’A ® ’
expand the integrals in the convergent series 

and*

* Equivalent expansions seem to have been first given by Verhulst in his 
“ Fonctiona Eliiptiquea.”
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We require further the expansions 

where

Let i be the ratio of the breadth of the condenser plates 
to the distance between them, c the capacity per unit length.

Then 

where

By means of the expansions first given, we can carry the 
expression of c in terms of I to any order of approximation.

In the cases of greatest interest a very accurate expression 
is got by retaining k'^ only.

Here
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where

Hence

So that

Therefore
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and

Hence as a first approximation 

and, as a second approximation,

Substituting these values in the expression for ?, we 
have I in terms of c, neglecting terras of order k'*.

If I is as large as 10, the terras in A'* would also in general 
be negligible, and we should then get 

and 
so that

For the general theory of the conformal representation of 
polygonal areas on which the present solution is based, it will 
be sufficient to refer to Chap. xx. of Forsyth’s Theory of 
Functions.
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